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Abstract

Existing methods to create contour files generate a polygonal approximation of
the contours instead of an exact representation. This paper presents a method to generate
exact contours from Constructive Solid Geometry (CSG) representations. The method
preserves the accuracy of the contour files provided the primitives used to generate the
CSG tree are polygonal or quadric objects. Due to the inclusion of quadric objects into
the primitive set an additional effort to solve for the intersection points between two
quadric curves is required. The paper also presents a method to convert piecewise
quadratic contours to toggle point files for raster scanning solid freeform fabrication
processes.

IntrOduction

Computer software plays a major role in Solid Freeform Fabrication (SFF)
techniques. The main aim of the computer software is to generate contour files at
different cross sections of a given part geometry. These contour files can be rasterized to
generate laser toggle point files.

Present methods for generating contour files use faceted representations of the
part geometry. The contour files generated by these methods are polygonal
approximations of the actual contours. This paper presents a method to generate exact
contours, instead of polygonal approximations, by using a higher order geometric
description of the part.

Description of the Method

Part Geometry Representation
The form of the geometric description of mechanical parts to be produced by SFF

significantly affects the accuracy of the final part. The current state-of-the-art for most
SFF technologies, consists of tessellating the surfaces of the geometric model into a mesh
of non-overlapping triangular facets. The resulting geometry is transmitted in a standard
file format, the so-called STL file format, established by 3D Systems, Inc. [1]. This
format has been adopted by many CAD vendors, is readily available, and is considered
adequate for most visualization applications. However, for producing accurate patterns
and functional parts, the adequacy of the STL fonnat is unclear [3]. There is a trade-off
between the accuracy and the size of the geometric description. Highly non-linear
surfaces, such as those found on turbine blades, manifolds, etc., must be tessellated into a
large number of small facets, resulting in very large data files, and the accuracy of such
descriptions is still suspect. For this reason richer geometric descriptions must be
introduced to the SFF community.
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Research at The University of Texas is aimed at using higher order geometric
descriptions as input to the Selective Laser Sintering (SLS) process. Higher order
geometric descriptions will increase the accuracy while reducing the file size. The
research reported herein focuses on processing Constructive Solid Geometry (CSG),
which represents the part geometry a binary tree whose leaf nodes are primitive solids
(e.g. spheres, cylinders, cones etc.) and whose non-terminal nodes are the Boolean set
operations union (u), intersection «(), and difference (-). In this work, processing for
SFF proceeds in two stages: (1) slicing the input geometry to obtain the part's boundary
curves in each scanning plane and (2) scan converting each contour to produce laser
toggle points for raster scanning the part. Each of these stages is described below.

Slicing
The SLS process produces parts on a layer-by-Iayer basis. The part geometry is

sliced by sintering planes (planes perpendicular to z axis) at regular intervals, typically
0.005-0.01 inches apart. Slicing the part geometry, represented by a CSG tree, at
different cross sections involves slicing the primitives individually, and generating a slice
for each primitive. The slice of a primitive is a collection of curves of degree two or less.
Figure 1 shows the slices obtained by slicing a sphere and a cylinder having different
orientations.

circle rectangle ellipse

Figure 1. Slices obtained by slicing a sphere and a cylinder

Boolean operations
Once the slices for all the primitives are obtained, Boolean set operations are

performed on them to generate the contour for that cross section. The process of applying
the Boolean operations to simplify the binary tree is recursive. First, at the bottom level
of the binary tree, the slices are generated by intersecting the current sintering plane with
the primitives at the leaf nodes, producing contours for the primitives. Then the next
higher level contours are generated by applying Boolean operations to the first level
contours. This process is repeated recursively level by level to generate the final contour
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sphere1 : center at (0, 0, 0) and unit radius

sphere2 : center at (1, 0, 0) and unit radius

sphere3 : center at (0, 1, 0) and unit radius
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Figure 2. Contour classification and set operations.

Appendix A

Equation of a quadric cwve in a plane can be written as

I(x,y) =ax2 +by2 +cxy+dx+ey+ f =0 (eq. 1)

Parametrization
The non-trivial case of parametrizing equation 1 is when a and b are non-zero.

Otherwise the equation is already linear in one variable and expressible as a rational
polynomial expression of the other, and hence a rational parametrization. To obtain the
rational parametrization one has to make equation 1 non-regular in x or y. That is,
eliminate the quadratic term in either x or y through coordinate transformation. Then one
variable is linear and expressible as a rational polynomial expression of the other. The
steps shown below describe an algorithm to eliminate the y2 term.
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Solutions of a fourth degree polynomial in one variable
A fourth degree polynomial can be written in the form

When c4- = C
3
=0, the equation can be solved using the familiar quadratic formula. For

the case when c4 =0, the equation reduces to a cubic that can be solved as follows:

(1) Divide the equation by c
3

to get the normal form

(2) Substituting x = y - ~ eliminates the quadratic term, yielding

y3 +3py + 2q =O.

(3) Using Cardano's formula, the determinant is

D =q2 + p3 and u, v =V-q ± .fjj
the roots of which are

U+v.f3 •
y =u+v and y =--±-(u-v)l

1 2,3 2 2

Solving a quartic equation
Dividing the general equation of a quartic by c4 yields the normal form:

Substituting x =y -: eliminates the cubic term, resulting in:

y4 + py2 + qy + r =O.

The resolvent cubic is then

Z3 -(p/2)z2 -rz+(rp/2)-(q2 /8)=0.

With z being the root of this equation, the roots of the quartic can be obtained by solving
the two quadratic equations

y2 ±y~2z - p + z :+~z2 - r = 0

Resubstituting yields the correct values of x. For a detailed description of this method,
refer to [5].
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